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List of Material for Sale
No Title Category Author Unit Price Stock DMI Rating

1 The Secrets of the Millionaire Mind Book T. Harv Eker 9.99$               0 *****
2 Copycat Marketing 101 Book Burke Hedges 9.99$               0 ****
3 The Parable of the Pipeline Book Burke Hedges 9.99$               2 ***
4 Wink and Grow Rich Book Roger Hamilton 9.99$               1 ****
5 Why We Want You to Be Rich Book D. Trump & R. Kiyosaki 9.99$               1 *****
6 From Beggars to Millionaires Book Michael Lum Y. 9.99$               1 ****
7 How to Be $uce$$ful in NWM Book Bruce Seah 9.99$               1 ***
8 The Greatest Opportunity in the World Book John Kalench 9.99$               1 ****
9 Be a Sales Superstar Book Brian Tracy 9.99$               1 ****

10 Guerrila Marketing Book Jay C. Levinson 9.99$               1 *****
11 The Tao of Warren Buffet Book M. Buffet & D. Clark 9.99$               2 ***
12 Create Your Own Future Book Brian Tracy 9.99$               1 ****
13 CashFlow Quadrant Book Robert Kiyosaki 11.99$             1 ****
14 How to Get Smart, Healthy & Rich Book Randy Gage 9.99$               1 ***
15 7 Steps to Financial Freedom ACD Adam Khoo 5.99$               1 *****
16 Wealth Management Toolkit ACD T. Harv Eker 5.99$               5 *****
17 The Secret DVD Rhonda Byrne 5.99$               3 ****
18 Closing the Sales VCD Tom Hopkins 5.99$               3 *****
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19 How to Get a Job (Khmer) ACD Ourn Sarath 5.99$               2 ****
20 Success in Work (Khmer) ACD Ourn Sarath 5.99$               2 ****
21 Top Salesperson (Khmer) ACD Ourn Sarath 5.99$               2 *****
22 What It Takes to Succeed in Business ACD EAP 5.99$               5 *****
23 8 Values of Network Marketing ACD Robert Kiyosaki 5.99$               1 *****
24 The Best of Kitaro - Insp. Music VCD Kitaro 5.99$               2 ****

Sepcial Offers

A- Books (same or different)
3 = $25
5 = $40
10 = $70

B- ACD, VCD, DVD (same or different)
2 = $10
5 = $25
10 = $45

C- All materials are available upon order.
D- Special DMI Package: 3 books and 5 CDs, personally recommended by our great mentor Thomas = $50 only!
* ACD means Audio CD for listening only.
* Inspirational Karaoke Songs will be offered, upon request, to only those who purchase or order our products! The more you buy or order, the

more offers you can get!
* Hurry up to purchase the item you want before you have to order and await it!
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Material Synopsis
The Secrets of the Millionaire Mind
T. Harv Eker will reaveal to you the personal "money and success blueprint" every one of us has engrained in his or her subconscious mind, and it
is this blueprint, more than anything, that will determine our financial lives. Learn how to identify your own money blueprint and how to create, keep,
and continually grow it…with this eye-opening book.

Why We Want You to Be Rich
The meeting of two multi-millionaires laid the foundation of this great book co-authored by Donald Trump and Robert Kiyosaki. While Trump is well-
know in the US as a real estate tycoon, Kiyosaki shocked Hawaii with his groundbreaking book"Rich Dad, Poor Dad" (in Khmer, Eupok Neak
Mean Bangrean Kon Nak Kroa). They share the concern of financial literacy, ignored by tradtional education

Wink & Grow Rich
The keys to your wealth are in a story behind the story: A lesson behind the story. That means to find the keys, you need to become better at 
seeing. What you see will always be what you get.

From Beggars to Millionaires
This book is the world's first self-help guide on how to to become a millionaire using the technology of Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP). It is
preppered with photographs, cartoons and case studies of millionaires. Written in Simple English and set in large print, it can be read within a day.

Be a Sales Superstar
Brian Tracy shares the most important principles for sales success he has discovered in 30 years of training more than a half million sales 
professionals in 23 countries. He shows you how to: Get more and better appointments, easier; Build high rapport in the first few minutes; Make 
better, more effective sales presentations, Close more sales than ever before.

The Tao of Warren Buffet
Want to get involved in stock markets, which will be coming up here by next year? This simple, yet enriching book compress all the principles 
Warren Buffet, the world's richest man hold to invest in stocks. Best resort for investors and manages.

Create Your Own Future
In this, you learn 12 powerful, practical steps to take control of your life and turbocharge your success. It is a must-read for anyone who wants to 
accelerate their accomplishments! Then, you'll know how to create your own luck, take charge of your life, and make your future whatever you want
it to be.

CashFlow Quadrant
It is for people who are ready to make changes in their lives… rather than going from job to job. You will learn about the difference between an 
employee, a self-employed person, a business owner and an investor; Why some investors make money with little risk while other investors just
break even; How you can be a successful investor regardless of which quadrant you are in today.

How to Get Smart, Healthy and Rich
This book is not warmed-over, but scatching, straight talk on what it really takes to wise up, get healthy, and get rich! Gage is controversial, politically
incorrect, and not afraid to take on some of the most hallowed institutions of our day, from organized religion to government, pop culture to the food 
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you eat.

The Secret
For the first time in history, leading scientists, authors, and philosophers will reveal The Secret that utterly transformed the lives of those who lived it
… Plato, Newton, Carnegie, Beethoven, Shakespeare, Einstein. This is the secret to everything - joy, health, money, relationships, love, happiness…
everything you have ever wanted.

Closing the Sale
Tom Hopkins is one of the most famous sales trainers in the US. In this VCD, you will learn about: Definition of Closing a Sale; When, where, how
to close a sale; Basic Order Blank Close; Puppy Dog Close; Secondary Question Close; Similar Situtation Close; Fact Weighing Scale Approach;
Competitive Edge Close; Best Things in Life Close.

The Best of Kitaro
This VCD is about pure music composed and performed by one of the long-time world-acclaimed musicians, Kitaro. More than the beautiful melodies
to sooth and entertain your soul, his performance with his band also teaches you many things about life and team spirit. 

How to Get a Job
Sarath is young, yet dynamic and passionate about what he talks about. His sense of entrepreneurship and excellence, integrated with diligent 
research enabled him to equip every jobseeker new opportunties to work wherever they want. He also specifies importants steps to follow in order to
reach the position you want.

Success in Work
You may be working, but how successful are you? Use this ACD as benchmarks of your action as an employee to stand out from your colleagues!
The best part is that it's not about theories, but Sarath reveals to you how other people can succeed in work and get what they want in life even
by working for other people.

Top Salesperson
When it comes to sales, results count the most. As we know, results come from actions. But not every action create the results we expected. In this
ACD, Sarath, a daring entrepreneur, will show you some pitfalls of salespeople and, meanwhile, easy-to-use techniques to change the way you do 
sales. Highly recommended for those who work in Sales/Marketing, entrepreneurs and businesspeople.

More interesting materials are coming up soon…! Stay tuned for updates.
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